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Summary
For an arbitrary point of a homogeneous Poisson point process in a d-dimensiona! Euclidean space, consider the number of Poisson points that have that
given point as their r-th nearest neighbor (r = 1,2,...). It is shown that as d
tends to infinity, these nearest neighbor counts (r = 1,2,...) are tid
The proof relies on Renyi's
asymptotically Poisson with mean 1.
characterization of Poisson processes, and a representation in the limit of each
nearest neighbor count as a sum of countably many dependent Bernoulli
random variables.

1. Introduction. Let II denote the countable random set of points of a Poisson process with

constant intensity rate Ad in IRd • For an arbitrary point Q in II, we are interested in the
distribution of the number, Nd ,r ' of points in II that have Q as their r-th nearest neighbor
(with respect to lp-distance, 1 ~ P ~ 00), r = 1,2,.... The main objective of this paper is to
show the following limit theorem:
Theorem. As d -+ 00, Nd ,l' Nd ,2'''· are iid asymptotically Poisson with mean 1.
Here, the convergence should be understood as "convergence in distribution".
Newman, Rinott and Tversky (1983) show such convergence for the first component Nd ,1
(nearest neighbors) under Euclidean distance (p = 2). Newman and Rinott (1985) extend
this to include any lp-distance (1
their approach is to establish

where

~

P

~

00), and simplify the argument: The key step in
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and where Vd ,k(u1,· .. ,Uk) denotes the volume of the union of the .cp-balls Si := B(ui,lIuiID
(centered at uil of radius IIuilD in IRd , l~i~k,
show that, in the limit as d

-+ 00,

II· II

being the .cp-norm. In contrast, we shall

each Nd can be expressed as a sum of countably many
,l

dependent Bemoulli random variables. The proof of the theorem follows as a consequence
of the dependent structure of these Bernoulli random variables, along with an application
of Renyi's characterization of Poisson processes.
Interest in nearest neighbor counts arises in ecological applications (see Roberts
(1969), Cox (1981), and references therein) and in psychological studies (see Schwarz and

Tversky (1980) and Tversky, Rinott and Newman (1983». Theoretical results concerning
the probability that a random point is the r-th nearest neighbor of its own s-th nearest
neighbor can be found in Roberts (1969), Schwarz and Tversky (1980), Cox (1981), Picard
(1982), Schilling (1986), and Henze (1986, 1987). It should be remarked that, in addition

to the Poisson process setting, some of these authors consider a set of n tid observations in
IRd having a continuous density, which behave locally like a Poisson process when n is large.

2. Preliminary results. Without loss of generality, let the Poisson process II be "centered"
so that the arbitrary point Q = 0 = (0,... ,0), the origin in IRd. Order the remaining points
by letting Qk denote the k-th nearest neighbor of Q in II. Thus II
A standard argument shows that

= {Q = O,Ql,Q2""}'

IIQ kll d has a gamma pdf of the form

'd is the volume of the .cp unit ball B(O,I). Since the distribution of Nd ,l does not
depend on Ad' we may and will take Ad = 1/ 'd, so that
where

k-l

(2.1)

fk(v)

= _v_ e-v, v > 0.
r(k)

-3With this choice for Ad' it can be readily shown that the joint pdf of IIQtlld,IIQ2I1d,...,IIQklld
assumes the form
(2.2)
independent of d. For each k

= 1,2,..., let

Td,k

= r if Qk

has 0 as its (r+1)-st nearest

Thus, Nd,I = ~k=lI(Td,k = r-1) (r = 1,2,... ), and ~r=OI(Td,k = r)
(k = 1,2,...), where I(A) denotes the indicator of event A.

neighbor (r

= 0,1,...).

=1

Proposition 1. For given nonnegative integers r l' ... ,rk' as d -I 00,

where
(2.3)

The proof of Proposition 1 borrows heavily from Newman and Rinott (1985) (hereafter referred to as N-R), particularly the proof of Lemma 6. As a preliminary, we now state
some lemmas.
Lemma 1. (Lemma 4 of N-R) If the pdf of a random vector U in IRd can be expressed in the

form g(lIulD for some junction g, then the distribution ofU IIIUII does not depend on g.
We denote the distribution of U/IIUII (which is concentrated on the lp unit sphere
centered at 0) by

~.

Lemma 2. If Ut and U2 are iid with distribution

~,

then II U1 - U211

-I

C

in probability as

d -100 for some constant c > 1 (depending on the value ofp).

Lemma 3. IfU t and U2 are iid with distribution
E Vol(SlnS2)1

'd -10 as d -100

Lemma 4. If U has
E Vol(SnSo)1

'd o.
-I

~,

and Si = B(U i ,IIU i ll), i = 1,2, then

(where VoleS) denotes the volume ofset S}.

distribution~,

S = B(U,IIUID and So

= B(O,l),

then as d

-I

00,

-4Proof of Proposition 1. For 0 < v 1 < V2 < ... < vk' let

Note by (2.2) that

We want to show that as d -t

00,

(2.4)

p:(v 1,... ,Vk) -t

IT {r. }
k

i=l

vi 1 e-vi ,
r· !
1

which together with the bounded convergence theorem yields Proposition 1. Observe that
the i-th factor on the right side of (2.4) is just the probability that an Lp-ball of radius

v/1d in IRd contains exactly ri points, Le., the probability that a point at distance v/1d
d

from the origin (such as Q i when IIQ i U

= vi) has 0 as its (ri+1)--iit nearest neighbor.

For the remainder of the proof, we will condition on the event

with 0 < v 1 < v 2 < ... < vk fixed, and let Si denote the ball B(Qi,V/1d) for i

= 1,... ,k.

The proof of (2.4) depends upon showing, with (conditional) probability approaching
that the ri points in Si (besides Qi) required to make T d ,i = ri do not reside in
Sj (and hence do not include Qj ) for any j :I i, nor in the ball So := B(O,v/1d).
1 as d -t

00,

Consequently, they reside in the set
k

Si := Si -

U Sj

(i = 1,... ,k).

j=O
j :Ii

It follows immediately that (2.4) is equivalent to
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rr
k

_d
Pk(v
l1 ••• ,vk)-t

(2.5)

i =1

iri
{V
- e-V.}
1
asd-too,
r·!
1

where i>:(v 1,... ,vk) denotes the conditional probability, given

~d' that there are exactly ri

points in Si for i = 1,... ,k. The bases for these claims, and hence of this equivalence, are
two facts, which do require justification:
(a) For j f i, 1 ~ i,j ~ k, P(Qj E Sil ~d) -t 0 as d -t
(b) For j f i, 0 ~ i,j ~ k, E(Vol(SinSj) I ~)/

00.

'd -t 0 as d -t 00.

To show (a), let U 1 = Qi/v/ ld and U2

= Q/Vj lid in Lemma 2, which are condition-

ally independent, given ~d' with common distribution

9tt,

and observe, on account of the

triangle inequality, that

in probability as d -t 00. This establishes (a).
Fact (b) requires two separate arguments: for 1 ~ i
1~ i

< j ~ k, and for 0 = i < j ~ k. For

< j ~ k, define S~ = Si/v/ld, S~ = Sj/Vj lId, observe, on account of the triangle

inequality, that

and then apply Lemma 3 to establish (b). For 0 = i

< j ~ k, define S' = S/Vj lId, observe,

on account of the triangle inequality, that

and then apply Lemma 4 to establish (b).
To get at the verification of (2.5), we refine

~

to events of the form

-6given

id ,

that there are exactly ri points in

conditioning, the sets So,
behavior of the Poisson

8i

for i

=

1,... ,k.

With this level of

81, ".,Sk are disjoint and fixed. Since i d depends only upon the
point process within So, and f>~(ql,. ..,qk) is concerned only with

behavior outside So, it follows that

In turn, it follows, on account of (a) and (b), that as d ~

00,

in probability, so that the difference

c
Proof of Lemma 2. The following arguments are very similar to those from line 20 of page
801 through line 2 of page 802 in N-R.

For 1 ~ p <

00,

let W< 1) and W< 2) be lid random

vectors in IRd with lid components (W~j), i = 1,...d) and pdf of the form
1

n
d

f(w 1, .. ·wd)

= (const.)

e-IWiIP,

i =1

For p

= 00,

let W< 1) and W< 2) be iid random vectors in IRd, each with independent

-7components that are uniformly distributed on the interval (-1,1). By Lemma 1, (U1'U 2)
has the same distribution as (W( 1) IIIW( 1) II,W( 2) IIIW( 2) II).
For 1 ~ p

< 00, by the law of large numbers, as d ~ 00,

in probability, so that, as d ~ 00,
W(2)

P

EIW\l)

_W~2)IP

--t------EI WI
IP
1)

in probability. The right side is strictly greater than 1 since E IW(1) - x IP is an even and
1

convex function of x, and hence strictly increasing in Ix I for 1 ~ P <
For p =

00,

IIW<i) II

~

1 and IIW< 1)

-

W( 2) II

~ 2,

00.

so that

[]

Proof of Lemma 3. Lemma 3 is established as part of the proof of Lemma 6 of N-R (d.
lines 13-14, page 801).
Proof of Lemma 4.. For an arbitrary but fixed n, let U1,,,.,Un be iid with distribution

~

and let Si = B(Ui,l). Then

n

~ 'd-

1

L E Vol(Si n So) -

'd-1

i =1

= n 'd-1 E Vol(S1 n So) - n(n-1)

L .E Vol(Si n Sj)
l~ifj~n

'd-1 E VOI(Sl n S2).

According to Lemma 3, the latter goes to zero as d
lemma follows.

~ 00,

and since n is arbitrary, the
[]

-83. Proof of the Theorem. Let T l' T 2'''. be nonnegative integer-valued random variables
defined on a (rich) probability space such that
(3.1)
given in (2.3). The existence of the probability space is guaranteed by the fact that the
collection of distributions Pk' k

=

1,2,..., satisfy Kolmogorov's consistency condition.

(Later, we need to assume that the probability space is sufficiently rich to admit uniform
random variables independent of the Tk's. In truth, any nonatomic probability space is
sufficiently rich to support all of our random variables (d., Halmos(1950), page 173).)
Proposition 1 implies the weak convergence
(3.2)
A simple, useful stochastic description of (Tl'T2'.") is possible, arising from functional relationships among the densities (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1): The components of (T 1,T 2, ... )
can be viewed as conditionally independent Poisson distributed random variables with

means

).1').2'''.'

respectively, given the random vector).

= ().1').2'.")'

where the distribu-

tion of ). is, for any fixed dimension d, the same as that for (IIQ 1I1 d ,IIQ 2I1 d ,... ). Indeed,
),1'),2'."

can be viewed as a Poisson point process with constant intensity rate 1 on the

positive Iealline.
Since IIQkll d has the density appearing in (2.1) it follows immediately that T k has a
negative binomial marginal distribution:
(3.3)

P(T k = r)

re-v} vk-1e-v dv = 2-(k+r) [k+r-l], I = 0,1,....

= fm {v
o

I!

r(k)

r

Thus the distribution of T k is the k-fold convolution of the (geometric) distribution of T 1.
More generally, for any set B in {O,l,...}k,
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Let
m

Nr :=

L I(T

k

= r-1), r = 1,2,...,

k=l

and observe from (3.3) that
m

EN =
r

L 2-(k+r-1) [k;~~2] = 1, r = 1,2,....
k=l

Likewise, E Nd ,r = 1, r = 1,2,... , because each point of IT has exactly one r-th nearest
neighbor, and hence, by (3.2),

Our task reduces to proving that NI,N 2'''. are iid Poisson with mean 1.
To this end, let Uk' k = 1,2,..., be iid uniform random variables on (0,1] that are
independent of (T I,T 2, ... ) and consider the set of points ITo = {T k + Uk:k=1,2,...}, a point
process on (0,00). Let M(S) denote the number of points of ITo in the set S. Clearly,
M«r-1,rD = Nr , and given Nr = n, these n points are uniformly distributed on (r-1,r].
The theorem follows if it can be shown that ITo is a Poisson process with constant intensity
rate 1.
By Renyi's Theorem (see, e.g., page 34 of Kingman (1993)), it suffices to show that

(3.5)

P(M(S)

= 0) = e-L(S),

for every finite union S of bounded intervals, where L(S) denotes the Lebesgue measure of
n

S. Without loss of generality, we may consider sets of the form U Sr' n = 0,1,..., where Sr is
r=O

a finite union of intervals in (r,r+1]. From the construction of ITo, it is apparent that the

-10n

n

distributions of M( U8 r) and M( U (r,r+L(8r)]) are the same. Thus, it suffices to consider
r=O
r=O
n

sets 8 of the form r~o(r,r+ar] with 0 ~ ar ~ 1 and n = 0,1,....
To begin with, let 8 be a suitable set. Then

P(M(8) = 0) = lim P(Ti+U i I. 8, i = 1,...,k),
k-+111

(3.6)

and by the inclusion-exclusion principle:

(3.7)
where

L

#'m,k :=

P(Tji+Uji e 8, i = 1,... ,m), m = 1,... ,k.

l~j l<j 2<••• <jm~k

Clearly, #'m,k is nondecreasing in k and in the limit, as k -+ 00, attains the value

.-

..., . w

(3.8)

m

P(Tj.+Uj . e 8, i
1

= 1,...,m).

1

l~jl<h<··· <jm<1Il

We shall show that

(3.9)

#' =
m

L(8)m
, m = 1,2,...,
m!

which, in view of (3.6) and (3.7), establishes (3.5). (The required limiting operations follow
from the dominated convergence theorem and
III

~ L(8)
kJ m!

m

= e L(8) < 00.)

m=O

So the task is to establish (3.9).

It is instructive to start with the simple case S
to show that #'m

= (m!)-t, m = 1,2,....

= (r,r+1]

(r

= 0,1,...), where we need

With (3.4) and k ~ jm, a typical summand in (3.8)
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becomes

with the integral assuming the value
1
(l+tm)km(l+tm+tm_Jkm-t
where k t = it and k i = ii - ji-t for i

000

(l+tt+o ° o+tJkt '

> 1, independently of k. Hereafter, it will be under-

stood that the partial derivatives with respect to tt,...,t mare evaluated at tt
Thus, due to symmetry,

Since

= ... = t m= 1.
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is the same for all permutations

11'"

(1I'"1, ...

-

1rJ

on {l,... ,m} (when evaluated at

t 1= ...=t m=1), and since

(which can be readily shown by induction on m), we have
arm
[
r
at.{o ooat. m t 1
Consequently,
#

_
m -

(_l)rm (-1 yll

_ _ (rl)m __1_

( I)m

m.I

r.

.

-

m.I '

as claimed.
n

Now for the general case with $ =
~ jm

in (3.8) becomes for k

r~o(r,r+ar]'

0 ~ a O,a 1,...,an

~

1, a typical summand

(d. (3.4»:

P(Tj.+Uj . e $, i = 1,...,m)
1

1

= P(Tj.+Uj . e (r,r+ar] for some r = O,... ,nj for each i = 1,...,m)
1

=f

1

f
o

L

III

III
0

V

..

f

III

e-vk

V _

1

IT
II

k1

{

V.

n

r·1

}

~ ar . ..2.L exp(- Vj .> dVk

~
i=l ri=O

1

r.!

0

0

0

dv 1

1

1

li[#] <_1)',+0 0

o+rm

O~r l' ••• ,rm~n i = 1

a r1+ oo o+r m
r

r

at 1 1 . . at m m
0

III

f0 f

III

V1

000

f

m

III

exp(-Vk - E t i VH) dVk o odV 1
i =1

Vk -1

0
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L

Ii[i.t]

<_l)I,+o oHm
0

O~r 1" .. Irm~n i = 1

a rl+···+ rm [
1
at lrl ••• at mrm (l+tm)km(l+tm+tm_l)km-l
where k l = jl and k i = ji - ji-l for i > 1. Consequently,

which establishes (3.9), and completes the proof.

]
.•• (l+t l+··· +t m)k l '

o
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